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The British Psychological Society
Elections 2024: nominations are now open

Nominations are now open for the position of President-Elect and Elected Trustee.
Submit your nomination



	



The British Psychological Society
Download the Learning from the NHS Staff Mental Health and Wellbeing Hubs report

Find out why long term funding for staff mental health and wellbeing services is fundamental.
Read the report



	



The British Psychological Society
The UK’s voice and home of psychology

Championing psychology since 1901, we represent and promote psychology, psychologists and the wider psychological professions. Our membership is diverse, but we all share a passion for psychology and the impact it has on individuals and society.
Join the society








Why BPS?
We are built to support our community







Find a psychologist
Search our registers to find the support you need. 
Search now








Join a member network
Join one of our member networks to build your psychological community.
Join now








Explore BPS Learn
Boost your career with one of our career progression development courses.
Search courses








Join a directory or register
Discover how to apply to be included in one of our registers or directories.
Find out more








Join the conversation on Member Connect
Our online communities are a space to connect, share ideas, access resources and discuss the latest advances in psychology.
Find out more








Find jobs in psychology
Search for the latest openings on our Jobs in Psychology career board.
Search jobs











The Psychologist
7 ways to overcome perfectionism
Exhausted by your own high expectations? Here’s some pointers if your perfectionism becomes counter-productive…
Read more

Latest events
Attend an event
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Division of Counselling Psychology




Online workshop
DCoP Wales - Networking Series 202421 Mar 2024 • 12:45-13:45
The Division of Counselling Psychology Wales Committee are pleased to announce their 2024 Networking…
	Professional Practice
	Research

Free




	


Division of Counselling Psychology




Online workshop
Counselling Psychology Trainee Online Event25 Mar 2024 • 18:00-19:00
This is an online networking and support event for trainees and QCoP candidates.…
	Trainees and training

Free




	


Division of Clinical Psychology

DCP Faculty of Holistic Psychology




Online workshop
What’s in a name? Neurodiversity – exploring meanings and concepts in the Differences and Diversity this brings to the workplace and education28 Mar 2024 • 12:30-14:00
This is a free event for members of the DCP Faculty of Holistic Psychology.…
	Neurodiversity

Free (Holistic Psychology members only)




	


History and Philosophy of Psychology Section




Webinar
Hidden Histories: Critical and Reflexive uses of the History of Psychology28 Mar 2024 • 13:00-17:00
The event is open to section members and interested members of the public to discuss critical…
	History and philosophy

Registration is free
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